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The interior of the Red Hill Restaurant, which looks out over Te Aro Park. Photos: ANDREW GORRIE

A walk on the wild side
David Burton is thrilled to discover a Chinese restaurant that
takes you a wee distance into the danger zone.

ONE THING VEGANS
MUSTN’T TRY
An old joke tells of a multi-
armed creature landing from
outer space: As the Hindu falls
upon his knees in worship, the
Chinese gourmet searches his
memory for a suitable recipe.
Guaranteed to alienate not just
Hindus, but also Orthodox Jews,
Muslims and vegans, is ‘‘Pig
Toes Marinated in Soy Sauce’’ –
the very first listing on Red Hill’s
menu. These proved to be cold
trotter halves, which didn’t
much excite Eva or I, even
though they were totally
inoffensive and even quite
pleasant to eat in a gnawy,
gristly sort of way.

RED HILL RESTAURANT
Upstairs, 119 Manners St
Ph 385 6888
Fully licensed & BYO
Open 7 days, lunch 12pm-
2.30pm, dinner 5pm-late
Price range of mains:
$14.80-$18
Food: ✪✪✪✪

Service: ✪✪✪✪

Ambience:✪✪1⁄2 Wine list:
✪✪

Cost: $68 for two (excluding
wine)

The Red
Hill fare is
salty and
gutsy,
padded out
with
noodles
and
dumplings,
and so full
of the
savour of
soy and
mutton fat
that it
seems in
tune with
the hearty
tastes of
our own
Southern
Man.

Chinese cuisine, famously,
is one of inclusion,
encompassing snakes,

birds nests and an entire
mortuary’s worth of animal
spare parts – pigs ears, pigs
trotters, chicken hearts and
lamb flaps.

More by accident than by
morbid design, my niece Eva
and I devoured all these meats
in rapid succession at Red Hill
Restaurant recently, raving
about everything as we went.

I’m peeved I’d known about
this restaurant for three years,
but had always been deterred
by a bad verbal review from a
colleague early on.

She’d decided Red Hill was
a complete horror show, as
would all her fellow vegans,
I’m sure.

But at least there’s no
Chinese cobra, banded krait or
congealed swift’s spit on the
menu and, as a concession to
Eva, I refrained from ordering
the tripe, as I routinely would in
a Chinese restaurant.

Speaking as a meatarian,
how refreshing it is to
encounter a Chinese
restaurant that takes you a wee
distance into the danger zone –
far, far away from watery won
ton soup and combination
chow mein.

The name Red Hill may
possibly refer to the hill of
aubergine rock that dominates

Urumqi city in western China; I
wouldn’t know – and nor does
the current owner. The food
here is not your standard
Cantonese, but the relatively
unknown cuisine of northern
China.

As the Chinese say, ‘‘east is
spicy, west is sour, south is
sweet and north is salty.’’

The Red Hill fare is indeed
salty and gutsy, padded out
with wheat in the form of
noodles and dumplings, and so
full of the savour of soy and
mutton fat that it somehow
seems in tune with the hearty
tastes of our own Southern
Man.

I’m sure any bushman
would love the lamb flaps here,
steamed with secret Mongolian
herbs, then served with a little
dish of three powders, for
dipping: salt, monosodium
glutamate and a blend of 13
spices, also supposedly secret
but strongly suggesting star
anise, cinnamon and clove.

Chicken Hearts in Cumin

Sauce was fantastic – the
hearts ever so slightly rubbery
(or ‘‘slippery’’ as we Sinophiles
prefer to say), their heavy
dusting of freshly ground
cumin so perfect in its utter
simplicity.

Speaking of sensuous,
slippery textures, it surprises
me that more women do not
appreciate them to the same
degree as Eva, who devoured
‘‘Pig Ear Strips with Chilli Oil’’
every bit as greedily as me.

This comprised slivers of
well stewed pig ear, dressed
with chilli oil and served with a
needle-thin julienne of carrot
and capsicum.

By Eva’s request, we
ordered the dumplings – as you
do in a Northern Chinese
restaurant. These didn’t
disappoint – more soft and
slippery stuff, with tasty fillings
of pork and chive.

As with everything here,
the portion – 15 dumplings –
was huge and cheap ($5.50),
and was served piping hot with
two bottles of dipping sauce for
the table – soy and black
Chinese vinegar.

Our waitron spoke fluent
English and was familiar with
every last detail of the menu, so
having questioned her about
popular dishes we may have
missed, we forewent dessert in
favour of another treasure –
Poached Sliced Beef in Hot
Chilli Oil – arriving as a
warming slick atop a bowl of
richly flavoured stock, beef

slivers and blanched wong
bok. This delicious dish is from
Sichuan, I believe, but widely
copied throughout the north.

Ensconced in our comfy
banquette overlooking Te Aro
Park, we glanced out the
window occasionally but quite
forgot to soak in our
surroundings.

I did notice how my glass of
wine threatened to tip over

when I rested it on a fold
of the thick plastic sheet
covering our gingham
table cloth, and I’d also
noted several missing
balusters while ascending

the stairs on the way in.
The secret to enjoying

decor at this level, I decided,
was selective perception:
Trying to ignore the Chinese
characters flashing across
the karaoke screen, I settled
my gaze upon two fine
Chinese porcelain bowls on
a tiny shelf.

Unfortunately, Red Hill is
about to lose its current chef,
though the owner reassures
me that under the next one,
the repertoire will merely be
added to, not changed.
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